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ABSTRACT
RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF COMPOSITE SYSTEMS WITH
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
Bordin Bordeerath, B.Eng.
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand, 2009
This thesis presents simple yet effective methodologies for accelerating Monte
Carlo simulation (MC) in power system reliability assessment and also studies the
impact of correlation between generated renewable power and loads towards the
estimated reliability indices. Monte Carlo simulation can be broadly classified into
two approaches—sequential and non-sequential simulations. Sequential MC is a
very flexible method for reliability assessment since it can sequentially imitate the
random nature of system components. We improve the computational efficiency
of sequential MC using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) as a variance reduction
technique. The performances of sequential LHS and MC are compared. Results
indicate the better performance of LHS over MC as the variances of resulting
reliability indices are reduced.
Non-sequential MC usually converges faster than sequential MC; however, cal-
culating frequency and duration (F&D) indices using this technique requires ad-
ditional computation. Such additional computation can be very heavy and com-
plicated due to correlation between components in the system integrated with
renewable energy sources. In order to reduce such complication, the correlation is
captured by a non-aggregate Markov model. In addition, a hybrid enumeration
and conditional probability approach is proposed to calculate F&D indices. The
i
proposed non-sequential MC converges much faster than sequential MC while pre-
cisely taking into account the correlation. Non-sequential MC with independent
sampling is conducted in order to observe the impact of correlation. In compar-
ison with sequential MC and the proposed method, independent non-sequential
MC provides largely biased indices, indicating the enormous impact of correlation
towards resulting indices.
Computational performance of both sequential and non-sequential MCs can
be further improved by integrating a pattern classifier into the simulation. We
propose techniques for improving precision and construction efficiency of a classifier
in power system reliability assessment. Construction efficiency of a classifier can
be enhanced by means of worsening components reliability. In addition, relaxed
decision boundary is proposed to improve precision of a classifier. Results show
that the proposed techniques outperform conventional methodologies in terms of
both precision and construction efficiency of a classifier. Computational time taken
is also dramatically reduced.
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Uncertainties in modern power systems such as load fluctuation, renewable power
generation, faults on transmission lines, etc., increase the importance of probabilis-
tic method in reliability assessment. In this method, the stochastic nature of power
systems is modeled by several states of Markov chain, each state represents one
distinct event that occurs with certain probability. The number of states needed
to be analyzed grows exponentially with the number of components in the system.
Analytical methods, which require enumeration of all possible states, therefore be-
come computationally infeasible, making Monte Carlo simulation (MC) a preferred
method for reliability assessment of large and complex systems.
MC is generally classified into two techniques—sequential and non-sequential
(random sampling) simulations. Sequential MC simulates the artificial chronologi-
cal history of all components in correspondence with their probability distributions.
This technique operates in the time domain and is therefore capable of directly
evaluating every type of indices as well as automatically incorporating correlation
between components if any. Sequential MC is a very flexible technique; however, it
is known to be computationally expensive. Non-sequential simulation technique,
in contrast with sequential MC, neglects chronological histories of components. It
randomly samples system state according to its probability of occurrence. This
technique, in general, reaches convergence faster than sequential MC though it
needs additional computation when calculating frequency and duration (F & D)
indices.
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Despite the efficiency of Monte Carlo simulation, power systems nowadays are
increasingly very large and comprise of a huge number of components. Evalua-
tion of their reliability using MC can take considerably long time even for the
moderate level of precision. Moreover, with the penetration of renewable energy
sources, generation and load demand become correlated. This correlation creates
complexity in evaluating reliability using non-sequential MC. Also, neglecting such
correlation can cause severe errors in resulting reliability indices, leading to higher
risk in operation and unnecessary cost in system planning [1].
1.2 Literature Review
Sequential MC has huge advantages in evaluating reliability. In sequential MC,
Markovian and coherent assumptions are not necessarily made. Also it has the
ability to provide probability distributions of reliability indices. However, as men-
tioned earlier, it is known that sequential MC generally takes long time to reach
convergence. Pseudo-chronological MC [2, 3] and quasi-sequential MC [4, 5] are
proposed. The methods intend to retain almost all of sequential MC’s advantages
and yield high simulation speed-up. Latin Hypercube technique has already been
applied to reliability evaluation of single-area power systems with non-sequential
MC. This thesis aims to extend the use of this technique, sequential MC, in or-
der to retain its advantages yet achieve better approximation (lower variance) of
reliability indices.
In some reliability study, non-sequential MC is a preferred method over sequen-
tial MC since detailed analysis may not be required. However, when reliability of
the systems with renewable energy sources is assessed using non-sequential MC,
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one has to take into consideration the correlation between load and renewable
power generation. There are several approaches in literature which address this
issue. Generating adequacy assessment or single-area reliability evaluation is used
in some references [6, 7, 8] to study the impact of correlation between renewable
energy resources themselves and renewable energy resources and load. It should be
noted that single-area reliability evaluation may not be able to truly reflect system’s
reliability since power flows in the network are completely ignored. Nevertheless,
one can incorporate these flows using composite system reliability assessment tech-
niques. In this thesis, we propose a hybrid enumeration and conditional probability
approach to evaluate composite system reliability. The approach is novel, simple
yet effective. Using this proposed approach, we also study the impact of correlation
induced by solar and wind generation towards resulting reliability indices.
There have been several attempts in literature to accelerate MC simulation
using pattern classification techniques. These attempts include Bayes classifier [9]
, support vector machine [10, 11], multi-layer neural network [12], self-organizing
map [13], artificial immune recognition system [14], learning vector quantization
[15] and group method of data handling [16]. The basic idea is to use a pattern
classifier in place of Optimal Power Flow (OPF) when classifying failure and success
states. A pattern classifier is much less time-consuming than OPF since it involves
simple algebra while OPF involves solving mathematical programming. In this
sense, the faster a classifier is obtained, the faster is the simulation. Another
factor that one needs to pay attention to when using a classifier is its precision. A
classifier needs to be highly precise since the accuracy of resulting indices is of most
importance. Unfortunately, none of these papers [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] has
proposed neither the way to efficiently obtaining a classifier nor a way to enhancing
precision of a classifier. In order to fill this gap, we propose the methodologies to
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obtain a classifier with less training vectors, thus less CPU time as well as the
relaxed decision boundary to enhance the precision of a classifier.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are summarized as follows:
1. To improve the computational performance and retain the advantages of
sequential MC using Latin Hypercube Sampling;
2. To propose the nonsequential-based algorithm which is capable of incorpo-
rating correlation between variables;
3. To study the impact of correlation induced by renewable energy sources to-
wards the resulting reliability indices;
4. To propose the techniques for improving precision and construction efficiency
of a pattern classifier in reliability assessment.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, we propose the application of Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) as a
variance reduction technique to sequential simulation. LHS stratifies a probability
distribution before random sampling is performed. In comparison with MC, this
technique yields better representativeness of a distribution, leading to variance
reduction in resulting indices. The effectiveness of LHS against different down
time distributions is also studied.
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We consider the penetration of renewable energy sources in Chapter 3. In this
chapter, wind and solar sources are installed in the IEEE RTS79. These sources
introduce correlation with load demand. We study the impact of this correlation
towards the accuracy of resulting reliability indices. In addition to this study,
we propose the algorithm to incorporate correlation in non-sequential MC. The
correlation of renewable power and loads is captured by a non-aggregate Markov
model. Calculation of frequency and duration indices is done through a proposed
hybrid enumeration and conditional probability approach.
MC can be further improved by integrating a pattern classifier into MC. In
Chapter 4, we propose the techniques to improve precision and construction effi-
ciency of a pattern classifier. The conjecture on single optimal classifier is given.
Based on this conjecture, the construction efficiency of a classifier can be enhanced
by means of worsening system reliability. The relaxed decision boundary technique
is proposed to improve precision of a classifier. This technique is based on the mea-
surement of classifier confidence. Two proposed techniques are numerically verified
in several dimensions.
Concluding remarks and future works are given in Chapter 5. This chapter




COMPOSITE SYSTEM RELIABILITY EVALUATION USING
SEQUENTIAL SIMULATION WITH LATIN HYPERCUBE
SAMPLING
2.1 Introduction
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods can be broadly classified into two ap-
proaches [1, 3, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]: non-sequential (random sampling)
and sequential (chronological sampling) simulations. In the random sampling tech-
nique, the states of system components are sampled according to their probabil-
ity distributions. The non-chronological system states are then constructed by
combining individual component states. This technique works in the state space
domain. The chronology of events is, therefore, ignored. Despite this, reliabil-
ity indices involving frequency and duration of system failures can still be easily
computed using appropriate test functions [2, 19, 20]. However, such techniques
are based on Markovian assumptions for component behaviours. If this is not
the case, the only way to assess the large and complex composite generation
and/or transmission system reliability is through sequential/chronological simu-
lation [2, 3, 18, 21].
The sequential MC technique simulates the artificial chronological history of
each component in the system, i.e., up and down cycles of generators, transmis-
sion equipment, and the fluctuation of loads, throughout a period of interest [18].
Thus, this technique works in a time domain. As such, evaluating frequency and
duration and any other types of reliability indices (e.g. loss of load costs), as well
as incorporating correlation between components in the system, can be directly
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obtained by this technique. Due to its ability of imitating the stochastic behaviour
of the system components, the sequential technique is, therefore, advantageous to
incorporate any types of renewable energy sources, including hydrothermal gen-
erating systems with energy storage limitations. Moreover, calculating reliability
indices using this method can be made more realistic by inputting uncertainties to
load and/or renewable energy sources fluctuations. Because of these advantages,
reliability indices obtained using sequential MC simulation are the most realistic
ones, and, therefore, they are adopted as benchmarks when comparing accuracies
among different computational methods.
The major drawback of the sequential simulation is that it generally requires
more computational time to converge than the non-sequential simulation. As a re-
sult, this technique becomes unfavourable when elaborate analysis is not required.
However, there have been a number of attempts to overcome such problem: (i)
pseudo-chronological MC simulation to assess composite system reliability indices
[2, 3]; (ii) quasi-sequential MC simulation to evaluate generating capacity reliabil-
ity indices [4, 5]. Comparisons with the chronological, pseudo-chronological and
quasi-sequential MC algorithms demonstrated the accuracy and efficiency of these
alternative approaches. They reach high speed-ups in relation to the chronological
MC while retaining almost all of its advantages. The quasi-sequential MC, how-
ever, cannot accurately assess loss of load cost indices, and, although the pseudo-
chronological MC can accomplish this task, it has difficulties with rare events and
must use Markovian assumptions [4].
Convergence criteria for MC simulation algorithms are based on the variance of
the monitored reliability indices. Statistically, an index with lower variance is more
accurate than another one with higher variance. To reduce the computational time
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of sequential or non-sequential simulation, variance reduction techniques (VRT)
have been adopted [25]. In fact, pseudo-chronological MC simulation is a type
of VRT. Control and antithetic variates represent another VRT that have also
been utilized in composite reliability [21], and take advantage of correlation among
random variables to reduce variances of the calculated indices, while keeping their
expected values. Another interesting way of reducing the variance of reliability
indices is through Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) techniques [26, 27], already
applied to single- and multi-area generating power systems with non-sequential
MC simulation [1, 23].
In this chapter, we extend the use of LHS techniques to sequential simulation to
assess composite generation and transmission reliability indices. The objective is to
reduce the index variances, and consequently improve the computational efficiency
of the simulation process.
2.2 Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube Sampling
One of the basic ideas of sampling in simulation methods is to represent an in-
put probability distribution by a series of pseudo-random numbers uniformly dis-
tributed over the interval [0, 1]. This process is essentially an inverse transform
method, which is adopted in various simulation techniques [25]. The quality of the
simulation, therefore, partially depends on the representative random numbers.
The traditional MC sampling generates a series of numbers so randomly that it
cannot guarantee that the whole distribution is covered, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1,









Figure 2.1: Sampling scheme of conventional MC







Figure 2.2: Sampling scheme of LHS
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In Fig. 2.1, suppose that the sample size of this simulation is five. Values
u1, ..., u5 are the sampled random numbers uniformly distributed over the interval
[0, 1]. Suppose also that the input random variable is distributed with a function




In practice, xj may represent an up time of a component in the system. It is
worth noting that the greater amount of random numbers, the better representa-
tiveness of the distribution under consideration.
LHS, developed by Mckay et al. in 1979 [27], is a combination of stratified
and random samplings [26], and it can be used to speed up the MC simulation.
In the literature, as previously stated, LHS has been used in some power system
applications. In [23, 1], LHS was adopted as a variance reduction tool for gen-
erating capacity reliability evaluation via non-sequential simulation. The results
show that LHS outperforms MC in terms of accuracy and the proposed discrete
LHS [23] also helps reducing the storage required to run the simulation. The ap-
plication of LHS in power system stochastic optimization problems has also been
employed, for example, in a power system adequacy planning problem [28] and in
a permanent magnet pole shape optimization of a BLDC motor [29]. The hybrid
LHS and Cholesky decomposition [30], in addition, is proposed to accelerate the
MC simulation of probabilistic load flow evaluation. The basic idea of LHS is to
control random numbers such that they can cover the whole input distribution. For
instance, for a sample size of 5, LHS stratifies the cumulative distribution function
into 5 intervals with equal probability of occurrence and, then, performs random










where Lj is the j
th integer in the random permutation [26].
Random numbers generated by this method scatter over the entire distribution.
This procedure enables the LHS method to achieve a better coverage in comparison
with the traditional MC. Fig. 2.2 demonstrates the sampling scheme of LHS.
In comparison with Fig. 2.1, one notes that with the same amount of random
numbers, LHS produces a relatively better representative distribution. In other
words, LHS can yield the same quality of representativeness with fewer samples.
As a result, variance reduction of estimated indices can be achieved.
2.3 Composite System Reliability Evaluation
In this section, both sequential MC and LHS simulation algorithms are described.
2.3.1 Sequential Monte Carlo Simulation
Sequential simulation is basically classified into two methods—fixed time interval
and next event methods. The fixed time interval approximates a continuous-time
Markov model as a discrete time one. Generally, this technique takes longer com-
putational time than another. Thus, the next-event method is used in this thesis.
In the next-event simulation, conventional generators are represented by a typical
two-state Markov model, shown in Fig. 2.3, where λ and µ are the failure and
repair rates, respectively. In addition, this model can be used to represent up and




Figure 2.3: Two-state Markov model
Other types of probabilistic components, such as load or renewable energy
sources fluctuations, can be modeled by their corresponding time series. Normally,
by Markovian assumption, these up and down times are exponentially distributed.
However, sequential simulation can simply let up or down times be arbitrarily
distributed in order to best reflect the stochastic behaviour of each component.
The following are the basic steps for sequential MC next-event simulation:
Step 0) At the beginning of the simulation (i.e. t = 0), the initial states of all
components are assumed to be in an up state.
Step 1) Assuming that up and down times of component i are distributed with
distributions Fi and Gi respectively, the time sequence of each component is




i (U [0, 1]) (2.3)
tidown = G
−1
i (U [0, 1]) (2.4)
where tiup and t
i
down are up and down time durations of component i respec-
tively; U [0, 1] is the random number uniformly distributed over [0, 1].
Step 2) For load demand fluctuation, use its available time series; see [31] for
instance of this time series.
Step 3) Identify load curtailment state for every simulated hour using DC opti-
mal power flow; see Appendix B.
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Step 4) Evaluate reliability indices of interest such as LOLP , EPNS, LOLF ,
LOLD, in a yearly basis.
Step 5) Check the convergence of each index using the coefficient of variation
(COV ) defined in Appendix A.
Step 6) Stop the simulation if COV of all indices are less than a pre-specified
value, typically ranging from 2% to 5%. Else, go back to Step 1).
Note that sequential simulation is a very comprehensive tool for evaluating
reliability indices. Any other types of indices of interest, such as Loss of Load Cost
(LOLC) [2, 3, 21], can be computed very easily using this method. However, it
requires long computational time to converge since variances of indices produced
by this method are relatively high. The application of Latin Hypercube Sampling
is then proposed in the next section to accelerate the simulation process.
2.3.2 Sequential Latin Hypercube Simulation
As mentioned in Section 2.1, LHS has been applied to many areas of simulation
[1, 23, 28, 29, 30]. In this work, the application of LHS to sequential simulation for
composite system reliability evaluation is demonstrated. The performance of this
technique heavily depends on the algorithm ability to cover an input distribution.
Thus, the number of intervals for each up/down time distribution is critical for
LHS to perform its best. On average, one up/down cycle of any power system
equipment is equal to “MTTF +MTTR” where MTTF and MTTR are mean
times to failure and mean time to repair. Thus, there will be, on average, ni cycles
occurring in a given simulated period, as in (2.5). This number is then used for
13
LHS stratification.






where ni is the number of intervals for component i; MTTFi and MTTRi are
the mean times to failure and repair, respectively, of component i. Typically, the
simulated period is one year with 8,760 hours.
The basic steps to evaluate reliability indices using sequential simulation with
LHS are:
Step 0) Determine the number of intervals used for stratifying a distribution
using (2.5).
Step 1) Generate the permutation matrix of component i, Li with size ni × 1.
An n × 1 permutation matrix contains integers ranging from 1 to n, all of
which are ordered randomly.
Step 2) At t = 0, the initial states of all components are assumed to be in an
up state.
Step 3) Advance the time sequence of component i by sampling an up or down

















where Lij is the j
th element of Li.
Step 4) For load demand fluctuations, use the available time series; see, for
example, [31].
Step 5) Identify load curtailment states for every simulated hour using DC op-
timal power flow formulation; see Appendix B.
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where I is the resulting index; N is the number of batches (i.e. years); Xk is
the index calculated from batch k.
Step 7) Check the convergence of each index using the coefficient of variation
(COV ) defined in Appendix A.
Step 8) Stop the simulation if COV of all indices are less than a pre-specified
value, typically ranging from 2% to 5%. Else, go back to Step 3).
2.4 Case Studies
The performances of sequential MC and LHS simulations are investigated on a
modified IEEE RTS-79 [31]. The configuration of this system is shown in Fig. 2.4.
MATPOWER program [32] is partially used in simulations. All studies are con-
ducted on a PC with Intel Xeon CPU 2.53 GHz and 12.0 GB of RAM.
2.4.1 Modified IEEE RTS-79
In this system, the original IEEE RTS-79 [31] is modified to add more stress to the
transmission network. The generating capacity of each generator, load demand at
each bus, and other specifications remain identical to the original IEEE RTS-79.
The only change is the use of 52 repetitions of the peak winter week for the whole
area. Specifically, this system contains 33 transmission lines, five transformers, 24
buses, 17 load buses, and 10 generation buses. The total generation capacity and




























Figure 2.4: Modified IEEE RTS79
2.4.2 Experimental Methodology
The experiments are designed to observe the performances of sequential MC and
LHS simulations on various types of input distributions. The objective of varying
the down time distributions is to observe how LHS performs with different shapes
of input distributions. Three case studies are conducted in this chapter. The first
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case uses exponential distribution for down times of conventional generators. The
second and third cases utilize gamma distribution with shape parameters equal to
2 and 10, respectively. These three distributions have significantly different shapes,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.5, in which, Exponential, Gamma 2, and Gamma 10 are
exponential and gamma distributions, the latter with shape parameters equal to
2 and 10, respectively. In addition, all down-time distributions are controlled to
possess the same mean equal to 50 hours and variance of 2,500 hr2.
Figure 2.5: Down time distributions of conventional generators
In each case, 500 batches of a yearly sequence are produced and reliability in-
dices such as LOLP,EPNS, LOLF , and LOLD are calculated for both LHS and
MC techniques. Variances of indices, computed from such 500 batches, are used as
the performance indices. Usually, the confidence interval is used as the stopping
criteria. Lower variance means narrower confidence interval. As a consequence,
the index with lower variance will converge faster than the one with higher vari-
ance. In order to observe the accuracies of indices obtained from LHS and MC,
reliability indices obtained from 500 batches of both techniques are compared with
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benchmarking indices, which are computed from 2,000 batches obtained from MC
technique.
The variance reductions gained from LHS technique are calculated as follows:
V arreduction(%) =
V arLHS − V arMC
V arMC
× 100 (2.9)
where V arMC and V arLHS are the variances obtained from 500 batches of MC and
LHS techniques, respectively.
The following shows the results from this experiment. Analyses of each case
are also discussed.
1) Case 1—Exponentially distributed down time: In this case, the down time
distribution of each generator is exponentially distributed. The resulting indices
calculated from 500 batches of LHS and MC are shown in Table 2.1, along with
the benchmarks which are computed from 2,000 batches of MC simulation. Table
2.2 presents variances of indices and the respective reductions obtained with both
techniques.
Table 2.1: Accuracy Comparison of Reliability Indices of Case 1
Indices Benchmarks MC LHS
LOLP 0.01366 0.01383 0.01235
EPNS (MW) 111.554 113.487 111.925
LOLF (occ./yr) 26.5833 26.8237 25.3959
LOLD (hr) 4.2927 4.3419 4.3414
2) Case 2—Gamma distributed down time with shape parameter equal to 2 :
Gamma distributed downtime with shape parameter equal to 2 is applied to all
generators in this case. Tables 2.3 and 2.4, respectively, show accuracy and variance
comparisons of indices obtained with LHS and MC simulations.
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LOLP 5.46× 10−5 3.30× 10−5 -39.575%
EPNS (MW) 2640.9 2097.7 -20.569%
LOLF (occ./yr) 115.48 55.091 -52.295%
LOLD (hr) 1.5412 1.2878 -16.439%
Table 2.3: Accuracy Comparison of Reliability Indices of Case 2
Indices Benchmarks MC LHS
LOLP 0.01365 0.01318 0.01299
EPNS (MW) 114.416 112.785 115.207
LOLF (occ./yr) 26.6012 26.0857 25.3349
LOLD (hr) 4.3432 4.2792 4.3913




LOLP 4.32× 10−5 3.11× 10−5 -28.058%
EPNS (MW) 2341.26 2132.40 -8.9211%
LOLF (occ./yr) 86.250 56.892 -34.039%
LOLD (hr) 1.3513 1.3344 -1.2490%
3) Case 3—Gamma distributed down time with shape parameter equal to 10 : In
this case, each generator also has a gamma distributed down time but with shape
parameter equal to 10. The comparisons between index accuracies and variances
are shown in Tables 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.
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Table 2.5: Accuracy Comparison of Reliability Indices of Case 3
Indices Benchmarks MC LHS
LOLP 0.01340 0.01298 0.01287
EPNS (MW) 114.086 112.725 118.329
LOLF (occ./yr) 26.3460 25.6196 24.6901
LOLD (hr) 4.3462 4.3375 4.5011




LOLP 3.36× 10−5 2.39× 10−5 -28.953%
EPNS (MW) 2027.39 2058.05 -1.5123%
LOLF (occ./yr) 69.115 41.590 -39.825%
LOLD (hr) 1.2451 1.1742 -5.6984%
2.4.3 Performance Analyses
LHS performs differently in different cases. In the first case, where the exponen-
tially distributed down time is used, LHS performs its best as compared to the
other two cases. Specifically, the variance of LOLF is reduced by over 50% while
variances of other indices are reduced by approximately 20%. Furthermore, reli-
ability indices given by LHS are comparably similar to the ones by MC. This is
because LHS can effectively sample the long tail part of an exponential distribu-
tion.
Therefore, the better representativeness of a distribution is obtained by LHS
technique. On the other hand, LHS performs fairly better than MC in Cases 2 and
3. In these two cases, down time distributions, which are gamma with different
shape parameters, possess a relatively shorter tail than the exponential. LHS
can reduce variances of every index in Case 2 while accuracies of all indices are
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maintained. However, variances of some indices like EPNS and LOLD are not as
significantly reduced as in Case 1. In Case 3, where the shortest tail distribution
of all cases is used, LHS performs relatively worse than the other two cases. In
terms of accuracy, LHS produces similar indices to the benchmarks, as shown in
Table 2.5, yet the variance reduction in LOLP , LOLF , and LOLD indicates that
indices obtained by LHS are better than those obtained by MC.
2.5 Discussion and Conclusion
Sequential simulation is a very comprehensive and powerful reliability evaluation
tool. Due to its ability to imitate the probabilistic behaviour of components in
the system, this technique is capable of evaluating frequency and duration indices
and also incorporating some special components, such as photovoltaic and wind
generation. Moreover, some reliability analyses, as mentioned in the introduction,
can only be achieved by sequential simulation. The drawback of this technique is
the computational time to reach convergence. Generally, sequential simulation re-
quires much more time to achieve convergence than random sampling. LHS applied
to sequential simulation is developed in this chapter to reduce the computational
effort in yielding acceptably accurate indices, as well as the ability to retain the
advantages of sequential simulation. Results show that LHS is a more efficient way
to estimate reliability indices than MC. However, the performance of LHS, both in
the computational and accuracy points of view, may vary depending on the input
probability distributions, as explained in Section 2.4.
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CHAPTER 3
RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF COMPOSITE SYSTEMS WITH
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES VIA NON-SEQUENTIAL
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Nowadays renewable energy sources have increasingly penetrated in power sys-
tems to supply electricity demand in place of conventional generators. Wind and
solar energies are among the most potential sources. They can significantly reduce
carbon emission and are capable of generating large amount of electric power.
However, introducing renewable energies into power systems gives rise to several
issues due to their intermittent and variable behaviour. These issues may include
operation, planning and reliability evaluation of power systems with renewable
energy sources [33]. In reliability evaluation which is of primary concern in this
thesis, the main problem is the correlation between components in the system.
Two types of correlation can be considered as the following [34]:
• The correlation between renewable sources themselves
• The correlation between renewable sources and load.
Naturally, load demand is high during the day and drops down during the
night. For this reason, the wind energy sources exhibit negative correlation with
load due to the natural behaviour of wind which is mostly strong at night and
relatively weak during the day. In contrast with wind energy, solar sources induce
positive correlation with loads since they can only generate power when the solar
radiation is sufficiently strong during the daytime.
It should be noted that the correlation between renewable energies and loads
violates the independence assumption between generation part and demand part
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in traditional reliability evaluation [1]. Evaluating reliability of the systems with
renewable energy sources then becomes more complicated. It is therefore necessary
to propose an efficient computation tool that can cope with such correlation.
Reference [1] proposes the application of Latin Hypercube Sampling on reliabil-
ity evaluation of power systems with renewable energy sources. Linear regression,
load duration and Joint probability methods are used in this reference to incorpo-
rate correlation between loads and renewable energy sources. The contributions
of wind sources to the reliability performance of power systems are studied in [35]
using sequential simulation technique. Reference [36] proposes the application of
several artificial intelligence methods to accelerate the simulation process of re-
liability evaluation of generation systems with wind power penetration. In [35]
and [37], the suitable models for wind energy conversion systems in adequacy as-
sessment are developed. These references show that the five-state wind energy
conversion system model is reasonably adequate for system reliability evaluation.
Note that the aforementioned references [1, 35, 36, 37] evaluate the generating ad-
equacy of the system. This may not well reflect the true reliability of the system
since it completely ignores transmission lines constraint and power flows in the
network. Nevertheless, power flows and transmission lines constraint can be taken
into account through composite systems reliability assessment using power flow
calculation. Incorporating correlation between loads and renewable energy sources
in composite system reliability evaluation can be done through the use of correlated
random numbers [38], pseudo-chronological simulation [3] and sequential simula-
tion [39, 8]. However, the sequential simulation is known to be computationally
heavy.
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In this chapter, a non-sequential based technique called the hybrid enumeration
and conditional probability approach is proposed to evaluate reliability of composite
power systems with renewable energy sources. In addition, the impacts of correla-
tion between generated renewable energies and loads towards the estimated indices
are studied. This chapter is organized as follows. Modeling of generators, load,
and renewable energy sources is given in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 explains reliabil-
ity evaluation of power systems using Monte Carlo simulation. The algorithm for
computing reliability indices of the system with renewable energy sources is pro-
posed in Section 3.3. Several case studies are performed in Section 3.4 in order to
investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The results are discussed
and explained in Section 3.5. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 3.6.
3.1 System Modeling
Two parts of power systems with renewable energy sources can be separately an-
alyzed. The first part is the conventional generators. Each of which either fails
or works independently against the whole system. Therefore, every conventional
generator can be represented by the two-state Markov model as shown in Fig. 3.1




Figure 3.1: Two-state Markov model
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The second part is load demand and generated renewable power. The fluc-
tuations of these two are correlated in certain degree, depending on the charac-
teristics of load demand, the nature of different renewable energies themselves,
geographical location of the system, etc [40]. Due to this correlation, renewable
generation and load demand must be lumped into one random variable using











h) where we assume that there are l load buses, m
wind sources, and n solar sources. Lkh denotes load demand at bus k and state h.
Similarly, W ih and S
j
h denote, respectively, the i
th wind source and the jth solar
source at state h.
3.1.1 Aggregate Markov Model
The aggregate load model can be constructed based on time series covering H hr
(Typically, H = 8,760 hr = 1 yr) of load demand and generated wind and solar
power fluctuations [41]. First of all, each state of this model must be specifically
defined. For example, (1500, 700, 900) defines the event when the load demand is
1,500 MW, wind power 700 MW, and solar power 900 MW. Thereafter, all of the
correlated time series will be represented by the following transition rate matrix:
R = [λij ] (3.2)
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where λij is the transition rate from state i to state j (hr
−1). The elements of









where nij is the number of times that the time series jumps from state i directly
to state j and Di is the total duration that the time series stays in state i (hr).
Note that the size of this transition rate matrix grows exponentially with the
numbers of states of load demand, wind and solar generations. For instance, if the
load demand, wind and solar generation have a, b and c different states respectively,
the resulting transition rate matrix can possess the size of (a · b · c)× (a · b · c) at
maximum. Furthermore, the aggregate Markov model can take the complicated
form as shown in Fig. 3.2. Hence the following model is adopted to reduce the
complication and storage requirement of a transition rate matrix.
3.1.2 Non-aggregate Markov Model
This model is used to capture the chronology of load demand in [3]. The basic
idea is to assume that each state in the state space is so unique that it would occur
only once in a year (or a total duration of given time series, H). This assumption
is valid in this work due to the following reason. Since each of the states is defined










h) thus it is highly unlikely that the exact load
demand of (L1h, ..., L
l





and the exact solar power of (S1h, ..., S
n
h) will be repeated in a year, especially for the
time series model with small discretization. Using this assumption and defining the






























































































































































Figure 3.3: Non-aggregate Markov model
the load demand, wind and solar generations at hour h, the time series then jumps
only from state h to h + 1. Moreover, the total duration, Di, is now equal to ∆T
where ∆T is the time unit used to discretize time series, normally equal to 1 hr.
As a result, (3.3) and (3.4) become:
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RLWS = [λij] (3.5)





1 hr−1 if j = i+ 1 where i = 1, 2, ..., H − 1
1 hr−1 if j = 1, i = H
−1 hr−1 if i = j
0 otherwise
(3.6)
It should be noted that due to a nice structure of non-aggregate Markov model,
the transition rate matrix RLWS no longer needs any storage as its structure is
completely determined by (3.6). The state transition diagram of this model is
shown in Fig. 3.3 where λLWS is the transition rate between state h to state h+ 1
which is typically equal to 1 hr−1.
By analyzing Markov models of generators and load fluctuation using balance
equation [42], 0 = pR where p is the stationary distribution of an analyzed model
and R is the transition rate matrix, the following are the stationary distributions










where pup and pdown are the probabilities that a generator is in an up and down
states respectively.
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where pi is the probability that load demand, wind and solar generations are
in state i. This means that every state is equally likely to occur. Sampling a
load-wind-solar state can therefore be done through randomly choosing an integer
uniformly distributed over the interval [1, H ].
3.2 Reliability Evaluation
This section demonstrates non-sequential Monte Carlo simulation in reliability
assessment.
3.2.1 Non-sequential Simulation
The following steps describe reliability evaluation procedure using non-sequential
MC.
Step 0) Initialize N = 1.
Step 1) Sample the state of each component in the system to obtain a sampled
state vector x.
Step 2) Classify x using DC OPF; see Appendix B [43], then evaluate the test
function, F (x). Descriptions of various test functions are given in Sections
3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
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where N is the sample size and F (xi) is the value of test function evaluated
at the ith sample.
Step 4) Check the convergence of each index using the coefficient of variation
(COV ) defined in Appendix A.
Step 5) Stop the simulation if COV of all indices are less than a pre-specified
value, typically ranging from 2% to 5%. Else, set N = N +1 and go back to
Step 1).
3.2.2 Probability and Power Loss Indices
The test functions of LOLP , EENS and LOLF are denoted by Flolp(xi), Feens(xi),
and Flolf(xi), respectively. The test function of LOLD is not calculated since it
can be subsequently obtained using the relationship between LOLF and LOLP




0 if xi ∈ Xsuccess





0 if xi ∈ Xsuccess
△Pi ×H if xi ∈ Xfailure
(3.12)
where xi is the sampled state vector of i
th sample; Xsuccess is the set of success
states; Xfailure is the set of failure states; △Pi is the load curtailment of the sample
state vector xi; H is the length of load fluctuation time series, e.g. 8,760 hours.
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3.2.3 Frequency and Duration Indices
Calculating F&D indices via non-sequential simulation is not straightforward, it
requires additional computation. Conventionally, when the failure state is iden-
tified, its neighbouring states—states that can be reached by one transition—are
enumerated and checked for load curtailment. By doing so, LOLF can be obtained




0 if xi ∈ Xsuccess∑




λi is the summation of all transition rates from state xi to its success
neighbouring states.





This enumeration technique can be used to calculate F&D indices without co-
herent assumption [44], making it a flexible technique. However, enumeration
method may be computationally infeasible since it requires identification of load
curtailment of all neighbouring states every time the failure state is sampled. Nev-
ertheless, the conditional probability approach can be adopted to reduce such
computational burden. By assuming that the system is coherent, the test function









λk if xi ∈ Xfailure
(3.15)
where µk and λk are the repair rate and failure rate of the k
th component respec-
tively; Di and Ui are the sets of components of state xi, which are down and up
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respectively.
With (3.15), the enumeration of neighbouring states is no longer needed. Also
note that the preceding test function is for two-state components. For multi-state
components, the test function can be found in [20]. In any general cases, it is
reasonable to assume that the conventional generators part in power systems is
coherent. This is because when the system fails, one or more failed generators will
not get a system back to success state. Conversely, if the system is in the success
state, one or more working (success) generators will not make the system fail. In
contrast, for the system with renewable energy sources, the power generated by
these sources cannot be assumed coherent for it is considered lumped together
with load demand as one variable due to their correlation, hence the flows between
renewable generation and load may exhibit the incoherent behaviour. Due to afore-
mentioned reasons, this thesis proposes to separately calculate LOLF according
to the coherent characteristic of each part, that is:
LOLF = LOLFGEN + LOLFLWS (3.16)
where LOLFGEN is the LOLF contributed by generators and is calculated by con-
ditional probability approach; LOLFLWS is the LOLF contributed by load demand,
wind and solar generations and is calculated by enumeration approach.
It should be noted that the enumeration approach is made simple by
the advantage of the non-aggregate Markov model. Consider Fig. 3.3, the





















h+1). Therefore, there is only one state
needed to be enumerated and identified for load curtailment.
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3.3 Proposed Computational Algorithm
In this section, hybrid enumeration and conditional probability algorithm is ex-
































































Figure 3.4: Proposed F&D calculation scheme
To facilitate the understanding of the proposed algorithm, we provide Fig. 3.4
to illustrate how this algorithm works on calculating F&D indices in Step 3). In
Fig. 3.4, the system state vector, xi, is sampled and identified as failure. The first
three rows represent the status of three identical generators, where ‘1’ indicates
up state and ‘0’ down state. The forth row represents the status of load and wind
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generation, (Lh,Wh, Sh). LOLFGEN is calculated using (3.15) since this part of a
system state is coherent. In order to compute LOLFLWS, one needs to enumerate
the neighbouring state which can be reached by the forth row as shown in Fig. 3.4.
Identification of load curtailment using DC OPF is required in this step. The total
LOLF of the system can then be calculated by summing LOLFGEN and LOLFLWS
as in (3.16).
The algorithm is implemented as the following steps:
Step 0) Read the necessary information of the system, i.e. time series of loads
demand and wind generation, failure and repair rates of generators, etc.
Initialize the sample size i = 0.
Step 1) Construct the distribution of up and down states of generators using
(3.7) and (3.8).
Step 2) Sample the state of every generator according to its distribution. Also
sample the integer h from the interval [1, 8760] then set the sampled state of










h ). The sampled












T where Gk is the state of the k
th generator.
Step 3) Identify if xi is a failure state using DC OPF. If it is, calcu-
late the test functions of LOLP and EENS according to equations
(3.11) and (3.12), respectively. For F&D indices, LOLFGEN is calcu-
lated by (3.15). Thereafter, enumerate the neighbouring state, y =













T . Note that in the
enumerated state y, the status of all generators remains the same while
the only change is the load and renewable capacities. Identify y for
load curtailment. If y constitutes load curtailment, LOLFLWS = 0, else
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LOLFLWS = 1 hr
−1. LOLF of the system is then obtained through sum-
mation of LOLFGEN and LOLFLWS as in (3.16) and LOLD subsequently
through (3.14).







where N is the sample size and F (xi) is the value of test function evaluated
at ith sample.
Step 5) Update COV of every index as in Appendix A. If COV of every index
is less than a pre-specified value, typically ranging from 2% to 5%, stop the
simulation. Else, go back to Step 2) and set i = i+ 1.
3.4 Case Studies
All case studies are conducted in order to observe the efficiency of the proposed
method as well as the impact of correlation among load and generated renew-
able power towards the accuracy of estimated indices. The first case considers
the system with wind energy sources. In this case, three simulation methods are
conducted. First, sequential simulation is adopted to estimate the benchmarking
indices since this method naturally imitates the probabilistic behaviour of all com-
ponents and thus automatically incorporates their correlation. In order to observe
the impact of correlation, we conduct the non-sequential simulation in which the
correlation between loads and wind generation is ignored. The final method eval-
uates reliability indices using a proposed algorithm. All simulation methods are
compared in terms of efficiency and accuracy. The modified IEEE-RTS79 [31] is
adopted and shown in Fig. 3.5. The installed capacity of conventional generators
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and the peak load are 3,405 MW and 2,850 MW respectively. The modifications
of this system in this study are the use of load and wind fluctuations from ER-
COT [45] and the installation of 500 MW wind energy sources at buses 18 and
21. The correlation coefficient of ERCOT load and wind time series is –17.60
per cent. Transmission lines in this system are all assumed available at all time
[11, 15, 37, 38, 46]. This is due to the fact that transmission line outage rarely
occurs as compared to generators. The capacities of transmission lines thus have
more significant effect relative to their outage rates. All cases are simulated par-
tially using MATPOWER [32] with Intel Xeon CPU 2.53GHz and RAM 12.0GB.
The second case study is similar to the first one. The only change is the
replacement of wind sources by solar at buses 18 and 21. The time series of
solar energy fluctuation is taken from [47]. The maximum capacity of each solar
source is controlled to be 500 MW, same as wind capacity. The same experimental
methodology as in the first case study is repeated. The notable difference is that
solar power is positively correlated to load demand with a correlation coefficient
of +26.46 per cent. This indicates the stronger correlation of solar and load in
comparison with wind and load.
We also perform the third case where the mix of renewable energy sources, i.e.
wind and solar, are installed. In order to control the penetration level of renewable
energy sources, each renewable energy source has a capacity of 250 MW. Therefore,































Figure 3.5: Modified IEEE RTS79 with renewable power generation
3.5 Results and Analyses
Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 compare the accuracy of three simulation methods in the
three case studies. Since the first simulation method, sequential simulation, is
set as a benchmark, its indices thus have 0% of error. The errors of other three
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LOLP 0.004010886 0.002820573 0.004019114
(%error) (0% ) (–29.68% ) (0.2051% )
EENS (MW·h/yr) 5,199.623 3,669.071 5,237.308
(%error) (0% ) (–29.44% ) (0.7248% )
LOLF (occ./yr) 8.432 8.403 8.741
(%error) (0% ) (–0.3440% ) (3.664% )
LOLD (hr) 4.163 2.946 4.011
(%error) (0% ) (–29.22% ) (–3.641% )




LOLP 0.003468025 0.006381446 0.003542508
(%error) (0% ) (84.01% ) (–2.148% )
EENS (MW·h/yr) 4,228.466 8,758.098 4,369.775
(%error) (0% ) (107.12% ) (3.342% )
LOLF (occ./yr) 8.974 16.840 9.301
(%error) (0% ) (87.65% ) (3.644% )
LOLD (hr) 3.400 3.310 3.348
(%error) (0% ) (–2.637% ) (–1.513% )






where Indexsq denotes the index estimated by sequential simulation.
As shown in Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, the indices estimated by the proposed
non-sequential simulation are as accurate as those by sequential simulation. This
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LOLP 0.002577814 0.003129405 0.002586484
(%error) (0% ) (21.398% ) (0.336% )
EENS (MW·h/yr) 3,155.408 3,919.806 3,199.135
(%error) (0% ) (24.225% ) (1.386% )
LOLF (occ./yr) 6.263 20.410 6.271
(%error) (0% ) (225.864% ) (0.118% )
LOLD (hr) 3.615 1.339 3.592
(%error) (0% ) (–62.963% ) (–0.653% )




Computation time (sec) 271,403.92 37,396.99 33,448.29
(%time reduction) (0% ) (86.22% ) (87.66% )
Number of states taken 32,728,310 4,440,628 4,005,541
(%states reduction) (0% ) (86.43% ) (87.76% )




Computation time (sec) 287,085.61 33,378.19 31,176.27
(%time reduction) (0% ) (88.37% ) (89.14% )
Number of states taken 34,094,920 3,873,485 3,626,007
(%states reduction) (0% ) (88.63% ) (89.36% )
shows that the proposed method can precisely incorporate the correlation between
load demand and renewable power fluctuations. Whereas in the non-sequential
simulation which samples renewable power and load demand independently, the
estimated indices deviate largely from those calculated by a benchmarking method.
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Computation time (sec) 370,222.41 34,861.10 43,452.54
(%time reduction) (0% ) (90.58% ) (88.26% )
Number of states taken 36,994,220 4,014,797 4,064,023
(%states reduction) (0% ) (89.15% ) (89.01% )
Consider the case of a system with wind energy sources, the correlation coefficient
of wind and loads is –17.60 per cent. The negative correlation in this case causes
an independent non-sequential simulation to produce overoptimistic indices with
error up to 29.68 per cent. On the other hand, in the case of a system with solar
energy sources, the correlation coefficient of solar and load is +26.46 per cent. This
positive correlation, in contrast, causes an independent non-sequential simulation
to produce unacceptably overpessimistic indices with error up to 107.12 per cent.
These errors as seen in two cases indicate the tremendous impact of correlation
towards the accuracy of estimated indices as a stronger degree of correlation causes
exponentially more severe error. The accuracy of estimated indices is most severely
affected by correlation in the third case where both solar and wind sources are
installed. This is because the more renewable energy sources in the system, the
higher degree of correlation these sources will interact among themselves and load.
That being said, for instance, if there are two renewable energy sources in the
system, source one will correlate with source two and load, source two will correlate
with source one and load, and load will correlate with source one and source two.
It can be seen that the correlation between sources grows proportionally with
the number of sources. Therefore, ignoring correlation of the system with more
renewable energy sources can lead to more severe error in estimated indices.
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Correlation between load demand and generated renewable power can enor-
mously impact the accuracy of resulting indices because correlation distorts the
true state space. To elaborate this statement, consider a load which takes only
three values in {L1, L2, L3} and a solar power which only takes {S1, S2, S3}. If
wind and load are sampled independently, there will be 3×3 = 9 possible scenarios
{(L1, S1), (L1, S2), (L1, S3), (L2, S1), (L2, S2), (L2, S3), (L3, S1), (L3, S2), (L3, S3)}.
However, it occurs naturally that solar and load are positively correlated. The
number of scenarios is hence reduced since some scenarios might be impossible
to occur, i.e. solar power at its peak capacity is unlikely to occur at the same
time as load at its lowest demand. Therefore the possible scenarios, for instance,
become {(L1, S1), (L1, S2), (L2, S2), (L2, S1), (L3, S2), (L3, S3)}. For this reason, ig-
noring correlation, i.e. independent sampling, means that we are including some
states that do not truly exist in the state space. As a consequence, the true
state space which incorporates correlation is altered, leading to significant error
of all indices. This explains the reasons why independent random sampling ex-
hibits overoptimistic and overpessimistic indices. The overoptimistic indices are
produced in the case where negative correlation is neglected because independent
random sampling tends to include success states which do not exist in the state
space into the simulation process, and vice versa.
The computational efficiency of three methods is compared in Tables 3.4, 3.5
and 3.6. As seen from the significant reduction of both computation time and
number of states taken of up to 90 per cent, non-sequential simulation proves to
be much more efficient than sequential simulation. However, the independent non-
sequential simulation provides indices with severe errors as explained previously.
The proposed non-sequential simulation is therefore the most preferable method
among these three.
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3.6 Conclusion and Discussion
Due to the current need of clean energy to supply electricity demand, modern
power systems have been increasingly penetrated by renewable energy sources.
Wind and solar energies are among the most promising sources for electricity sup-
ply. However due to their intermittent behaviour, these sources introduce even
more uncertainty to the system in addition to existing uncertainties such as load
demand, transmission line outage, etc. Moreover, they exhibit the correlation be-
tween themselves and load demand, leading to severe error in estimated reliability
indices when independence assumption between components is made.
In this chapter, we propose the non-sequential based hybrid enumeration
and conditional probability approach to compute F&D indices. In the proposed
method, conditional probability approach is used to deal with the coherent part
while the enumeration approach deals with incoherent part of the system. The
proposed method is shown to be much more efficient than sequential simulation
while achieving the same level of accuracy.
The impact of correlation towards resulting indices is studied. We give the an-
alytical explanation of why there are severe errors in the reliability indices if corre-
lation is ignored. The main cause of these errors is that the correlation distorts the
state space. Some states, when assuming independence between components, may
not exist in the state space that takes correlation into account. Neglecting correla-
tion therefore results in severe errors of reliability indices. Overoptimistic indices
are produced when ignoring negative correlation and overpessimistic indices, in
contrast, are produced when ignoring positive correlation. Taking correlation into
account becomes more important as the number of renewable sources increases.
This is due to the fact that each source exhibits correlation between one another
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and loads. Independence assumption is thus less practical and should not be made




TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING PRECISION AND
CONSTRUCTION EFFICIENCY OF A PATTERN CLASSIFIER IN
COMPOSITE SYSTEM RELIABILITY EVALUATION
4.1 Introduction
Uncertainties in power systems, such as load demand fluctuation, renewable en-
ergy sources, faults on transmission lines, etc., increase importance of probabilis-
tic method in reliability assessment. In this method, stochastic nature of power
systems is modeled by several states of Markov chain, each state represents one
distinct event that can occur with certain probability. A number of states grows
exponentially with a number of components in the system. Analytical methods,
which require enumeration of all possible states, therefore become computationally
intractable, making Monte Carlo simulation (MC) a preferred method for reliabil-
ity assessment of large and complex systems.
MC randomly samples states in accordance with their probabilities of occur-
rence. State identification is thereafter processed by means of optimal power flow.
The simulation keeps on running until a convergence criteria is met. There are
several approaches that can be utilized to accelerate the simulation such as Latin
hypercube sampling [1, 23], state space pruning [48] and importance sampling [24].
Another promising approach is based on the fact that majority of simulation
time is devoted to optimal power flow (OPF) calculation. This approach avoids
such time-consuming calculation using either decomposition or pattern classifica-
tion technique. Decomposition [49] is a technique that separates state space into
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failure and success states. During the process of decomposition, more than one
success or failure states are extracted with a single optimal power flow calculation.
Another advantage of decomposition technique is that state classification depends
on its capacity, not probability. Thus, decomposition allows flexibility in calculat-
ing system reliability indices when equipment parameters are modified. Although
the method is flexible and powerful, its efficiency decreases at later stages of de-
composition [50]. Statistical pattern classification method such as Bayes classifier
[9] and support vector machine [10, 11] are exploited to assess system security.
Methods based on hybridization of different types of artificial neural network and
MC successfully solve classification problem. These methods include multi-layer
neural network [12], self-organizing map [13], artificial immune recognition system
[14], learning vector quantization [15] and group method of data handling [16].
Pattern classification or pattern recognition is a tool with the capability of
learning to recognize patterns through training vectors [51]. A brief process of
constructing a classifier is:
1. Sample states from a state space according to their distribution;
2. The obtained states are used as training vectors for constructing a classifier.
Note that number of sampled states must be large enough to capture the dif-
ference between classes (success and failure). Otherwise, an insufficient number of
training vectors will result in a poorly-performed classifier. In general, there are
three issues when using a classifier in reliability assessment:
1. Since construction of a classifier involves solving a constrained optimization
problem, too large number of training vectors may induce computational
complexity. Sufficient number of training vectors required to construct a
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classifier becomes larger for highly reliable systems. This is due to the fact
that for such systems, failure states are much less likely to be sampled than
success states. Therefore, a large number of samples are needed to extract
enough failure states so that all of the training vectors can represent differ-
ences between success and failure states.
2. Since typical systems are reliable, a set of training patterns collected is
thereby highly imbalanced, i.e. a number of success states is much larger
than that of failure states, resulting in low performance of a classifier [14].
3. An obtained classifier may not be sufficiently precise to evaluate reliabil-
ity indices since misclassification occurs mostly to the states located near a
decision boundary.
We propose two techniques to overcome the aforementioned challenges. We
point out the fact that a state of the system (failure or success) depends on its
capability to deliver power from generation to load. It is therefore independent
of the reliability of system components. This concept is similar to the concept of
decomposition [49, 50]. The main difference between our proposed method and
the decomposition is that we map states in the state space to n-dimensional vector
in euclidean space, and employ pattern recognition techniques to draw a boundary
line between success and failure states. The first technique is worsening system
reliability to obtain balanced amount of success and failure states for training
vectors. Not only are these states balanced, they are also informative—this will
be explained in Section 4.3.1. This technique enhances construction efficiency of a
classifier in general and also solves imbalance issue. The second is based on relaxed
decision boundary. This technique improves precision of general classifiers.
This chapter is organized as follows. The process of conducting MC along with
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the application of classification techniques are explained in Section 4.2. Section
4.3 demonstrates the two proposed techniques and their uses for power system
reliability assessment. Section 4.4 conducts various case studies in order to justify
the proposed techniques and also compares different performances of conventional
MC and MC combined with proposed techniques. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 4.5.
4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation and Application of Classifica-
tion Techniques
In general, Monte Carlo simulation can be classified into two approaches—
sequential and non-sequential MCs. Sequential MC is a comprehensive method and
hence capable of directly evaluating all types of indices and their distributions [52].
This method is suitable for detailed analysis of system reliability. Non-sequential
MC maps the time domain, in which sequential MC works on, into the state-space
domain. This technique is generally faster than sequential simulation. Since our
focus is to accelerate the classification process of system state, only non-sequential
MC is adopted to benchmark our proposed technique.
4.2.1 System Modeling
In this chapter, probabilistic behaviour of a generator in a power system is modeled
by a two-state Markov model depicted in Fig. 4.1, where λ and µ represent failure
and repair rates (hr−1) respectively. Load fluctuation chronology is captured by
a non-aggregate Markov model [3] as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Time series of load
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fluctuation is of length 8,736 hours. A load state i is connected only to its next














Figure 4.2: Non-aggregate Markov model of load fluctuation
4.2.2 Monte Carlo Simulation Procedure
The steps of performing reliability evaluation procedure using non-sequential MC
are described again in this section for easy reference.
Step 0) Initialize N = 1.
Step 1) Sample a state of each component in the system to obtain a sampled
state vector x.
Step 2) Classify x using DC optimal power flow; see Appendix B, then evaluate
a test function, F (x). Description of various test functions is given in Section
4.2.3.
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where N is the sample size and F (xi) is a value of test function evaluated at
the ith sample.
Step 4) Check convergence of each index using coefficient of variation (COV );
see Appendix A.
Step 5) Stop the simulation if COV of all indices are less than a pre-specified
value, typically ranging from 2% to 5%. Else, set N = N +1 and go back to
Step 1).
Note that evaluating the test function in Step 2) requires OPF calculation [43]
which involves solving constrained optimization problem. Numerous repetitions of
this step therefore dominate overall computation time. This step can be avoided
by merit of pattern classification.
4.2.3 Test Functions Calculation
We evaluate the following two reliability indices in this chapter: Loss of Load
Probability (LOLP ) and Expected Energy Not Supplied (EENS). These indices
have their respective test functions. The test functions of LOLP and EENS are





0 if xi ∈ Xsuccess






0 if xi ∈ Xsuccess
△Pi ×H if xi ∈ Xfailure
(4.3)
where xi is a state vector of i
th sample; Xsuccess is a set of success states; Xfailure is
a set of failure states; △Pi is load curtailment of a state vector xi; H is the length
of load fluctuation time series, i.e. 8,736 hours.
It is worth noting that one needs to employ DC OPF in order to identify
whether a state xi is a success or failure state. The following section explains an
application of pattern classification on avoiding DC OPF calculation.
4.2.4 Application of Pattern Classification
Pattern classification techniques have been successfully applied to reduce compu-
tation time in power system reliability assessment [9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 46]. The
process of constructing a pattern classifier in reliability assessment begins with
carefully selecting input variables. Input variables represent a state vector, i.e.
vector x in Step 1) Section 4.2.2. They can be, for example, generation output
of every generator and load demand of every bus [14], unavailable generation ca-
pacity and generation reserve [16]. It is preferable to take only input variables
most influential and relevant to status (success or failure) of system states. A
vector containing input variables is called an input vector. An input vector which
is used for training a classifier is called a training vector. After identifying input
variables, certain amount of training vectors must be drawn. This amount must be
large enough so that the aspects of success and failure states can be differentiated.
Once a classifier is obtained, it will replace DC OPF, used in Step 2) Section 4.2.2.
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However, DC OPF is still needed after a failure state is identified as a classifier is
unable to provide the depth of load curtailment, i.e. △Pi in (4.3). DC OPF is used
in this study to evaluate the depth of load curtailment and its formulation can be
found in [43]. Identifying a state through a classifier is significantly faster than
through DC OPF since it only involves simple algebra whereas DC OPF involves
solving constrained optimization problem.
A classifier employed in this work is Fisher Linear Discriminant (FLD) [53, 54].
This linear classifier is adopted here due to its simple structure yet effective for
classifying system states. It should be emphasized that the main objective of this
work is to obtain a classifier with less training samples and to enhance classifier’s
precision. Investigating and exploring FLD for reliability analysis are therefore out
of scope of this work and will not be addressed in this thesis.
Note that the methodologies proposed to improve both precision and construc-
tion efficiency of a classifier is general to the one that uses a decision boundary to
classify states. A typical model of a linear classifier is provided in (4.4).
g(s) = wT s+ b (4.4)
where g(s) = 0 is called a a decision boundary ; w and b are parameters that char-
acterize a classifier. A decision boundary is basically a hyperplane in an arbitary
n-dimensional space. Given a sampled state vector xi, one needs to extract the





1 if g(si) ≥ 0
2 if g(si) < 0
(4.5)
where 1 and 2 represent success and failure states respectively.
In modeling a classifier, one is given a set of training vectors, Φ =
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{(s1, y1), (s2, y2), . . . , (sn, yn)} where yi ∈ {1, 2}. Let φy = {i : yi = y}, y ∈ {1, 2}
denote a set of indices of training vectors of class 1 and class 2. The following





where SB is a between-class scatter matrix defined as







si, y ∈ {1, 2} (4.8)







(si − ξy)(si − ξy)
T (4.9)











Considering mathematical formulations in (4.6)-(4.11), the size of storage re-
quired grows proportionally with number of training vectors. For a highly reliable
system where a large number of training vectors to construct a classifier is re-
quired, it may be computationally intractable for some classification technique
such as support vector machine [10, 11] to provide an optimal model since this
technique involves solving quadratic programming and the size of a matrix de-
scribing its constraints is of n× n where n is a number of training vectors. There
is thus a need to obtain an effective classifier using less amount of training vectors.
In addition, due to the fact that power systems in general are highly reliable, an
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imbalance in numbers of success and failure states can also hinder the performance
of general classifiers [14].
In addition to the requirement of large amount of training vectors and imbal-
ance issues, a classifier that classifies a state based on a rigid decision boundary
as in (4.5) might not be precise enough for reliability assessment application. This
is because, in non-separable cases where there is no clear cut between classes, the
classifier often misclassifies the states located near a decision boundary, resulting
in poor precision. The following section provides techniques that can overcome the
aforementioned challenges.
4.3 Proposed Techniques for Improving Precision and
Construction Efficiency of a Classifier
We propose two techniques to overcome three aforementioned challenges. The
first technique overcomes computational infeasibility that may arise when a large
number of training vectors are required and solves imbalance issue in a data set
of training vectors. This technique is based on worsening system reliability. The
second technique improves a precision of general classifiers; it is based on a relaxed
decision boundary.
4.3.1 Improving Construction Efficiency
To begin with, the following conjecture is given. For a particular system, there
is a certain finite number of states describing all possible events of the system,
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though some states are highly unlikely to occur. Each state has its own feature,
i.e. one particular system state gives only one training vector. When all training
vectors of all possible states are plotted, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3 given that the
input variables are unavailable generation capacity and generation reserve, there is
thus only one single classifier that separates success and failure states optimally. In
other words, we argue that for a composite system, the optimal classifier is solely
characterized by system configuration. This includes transmission line capacity,
generating capacity, load demand, how the system is connected, and how the
components in the system are located. In contrast, the optimal classifier is not
at all characterized by system reliability, i.e. load demand and unavailability of
generators or transmission lines. The proposed technique exploits these facts to
improve construction efficiency of a classifier for reliability assessment framework.
In literature, when success and failure states are extracted for training vectors,
the original system reliability is maintained and hence training vectors in AREA
1, Fig. 4.3, tend to be sampled. It should be realized that generally, power systems
are designed to be acceptably reliable. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the
states with generation reserve less than, say, -2000MW would be sampled. This
methodology, as a result, requires a large number of training vectors to represent
different aspects of success and failure states. In other words, it tends to extract
less informative states, i.e. the states located far from the borderline, hence it
needs a large number of samples to collect sufficient information to construct an
efficient classifier.
In our proposed technique, the system reliability is worsened prior to extracting
training patterns. The simplest way to perform this is through increasing the
unavailability of all generators and transmission lines. Note that in order to extract
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Figure 4.3: Sampled areas of different methodologies
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informative states, i.e. the states located close to the borderline, one should worsen
system reliability in such a way that chances of sampling success and failure states
are practically equal. In Fig. 4.3, the unavailability of each generator is set to 0.5.
It can be seen that this proposed methodology tends to sample the training vectors
in AREA 2 where informative states are located. Therefore, it needs much fewer
samples to collect enough information to construct a classifier.
It is worth noting that if one worsens the reliability so much that chances of
sampling failure states are much higher than success states, the states located in
AREA 3, Fig. 4.3, are likely to be sampled. This means that less informative
states in failure-states area tend to be sampled. Thus, a construction of classifier
by means of worsening system reliability may not be effective. An appropriate
degree of reducing system reliability is discussed and given in Section 4.3.3. Fur-
thermore, the objective of this technique is only to obtain an efficient classifier
with less number of training vectors. Hence, before system reliability evaluation is
performed, one must change the unavailabilities of generators and/or transmission
lines back to their original values.
4.3.2 Improving Precision of a Classifier
Although a classifier can classify states much faster than DC OPF, it is not per-
fectly accurate. This is because some states may be located near a decision bound-
ary, creating ambiguity for a classifier to make a decision. Misclassification there-
fore often occurs in the region near a decision boundary. In this section, we propose
to measure the confidence of a classifier when classifying a state by fitting sigmoid
function to classifier output. The state is re-classified using DC OPF if a classifier
makes a decision with confidence less than certain threshold. In the mathematical
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model [55], we aim to estimate parameters θ = [a1, a2]
T of a confidence distribu-
tion, PY |G,Θ(y|g(s), θ), given a discriminant value, g(s) in (4.4). In details, this
distribution receives a value g(s) and then outputs probabilistic confidence of a
classifier. Note that sigmoid function is suitable for this task since g(s) implies
the euclidean distance between a particular input vector and a decision boundary,
the further away a state from a decision boundary, the more confident a classifier
makes a decision. Confidence distribution is modeled in (4.12).
PY |G,Θ(y|g(s), θ) =
1
1 + exp(a1g(s) + a2)
(4.12)
Parameter θ = [a1, a2]








After successfully determining θ , the confidence distribution in (4.12) is used
to assess confidence of a classifier when states are classified. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the
idea of a proposed technique where the circled states are the ones classified with
probabilistic confidence less that 98%.
With this technique, the decision boundary becomes relaxed, hence the preci-
sion of a classifier is enhanced as DC OPF is used instead of a classifier to cope with
ambiguous states. It can be seen from Fig. 4.4 that misclassification is inevitable
for there are some states located outside the confidence gap; see, for instance, the
failure state with generation reserve of 140MW in Fig. 4.4.
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confidence less than 98%
Decision Boundary
Figure 4.4: Relaxed decision boundary
4.3.3 Proposed Computational Algorithm
An algorithm given in this section is mainly similar to the one given in Section
4.2.2. The main differences are the construction of a classifier integrated with
relaxed decision boundary using the proposed techniques. A flowchart in Fig. 4.5
illustrates the proposed algorithm.
It should be pointed out that although the proposed algorithm is based on non-
sequential simulation, once a classifier and a confidence distribution are obtained,
the followed simulation can also be sequential simulation. With the proposed
techniques, the simulation is made faster yet flexible. Worsening system reliability
can be done through increasing unavailability of generators and transmission lines.
In order to construct an efficient classifier, one should worsen system reliability
such that success and failure states are equally likely to be sampled.
In general, there are two main scenarios in power systems reliability analysis—
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Increase unavailability of every 
generator
Collect training vectors
Construct a classifier as in 
Section 4.2.4
Construct a confidence 
distribution 
as in Section 4.3.2
N=1
Sample the system state vector    X
Classify s using a classifier and compute its 



























































































Transform s into the input vector   s 
which contains the features of x
Figure 4.5: Proposed computational algorithm
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the one that assumes perfectly reliable transmission lines and the one that does not.
For the former case, we suggest that unavailabilities of all generators be 0.5. This
way, success and failure states can be equally sampled. On the other hand, for the
case that does not assume perfectly reliable transmission lines, our numerical stud-
ies suggest that unavailability of each generator should be 0.3 and unavailability
of each transmission line should be 0.2. The reason behind this is that since power
flow in composite system heavily relies on transmission lines, if their outages occur
too frequently, one would end up sampling too many failure states and very few
success states; this situation is not preferable. Therefore, unavailability of trans-
mission line should range between 10 - 20%. Additionally, to sample informative
states attributed by generators, unavailability of generator should not exceed 30%
since certain number of failure states attributed by transmission lines are already
obtained. It should be noted that the suggested unvailabilities of transmission
lines and generators are not exactly optimal; thus, the obtained failure and success
states might not be absolutely balanced. However, as suggested in [16], one can
select two success states per one failure state to balance a set of sampled states if
success and failure states obtained are still highly imbalanced.
In the step of collecting training vectors, one can stop collecting when LOLP
converges to 20% [16]. Note that LOLP now converges much faster when using
the proposed technique since success and failure states have practically the same
probability of occurrence. Additionally, it is desirable in power system reliability
assessment to set a confidence threshold to be very high as accuracy of the resulting
indices is of the most importance. Higher confidence threshold implies a wider gap
shown in Fig. 4.4, hence simulation is slower as there are more states classified as
ambiguous. It is worth noting that not only do the proposed techniques apply to
FLD, other types of classifiers such as non-linear kernel machines can also exploit
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these techniques.
4.4 Numerical Experiments and Results
A performance of proposed techniques is justified via these experiments. The first
section tests the first proposed technique, which is based on worsening system
reliability, on its efficiency. The second section investigates an improvement of
classifier precision when a relaxed decision boundary is integrated. Finally, overall
efficiency and accuracy of the proposed algorithm given in Section 4.3.3 is investi-
gated in the third section. A test system used in this study is IEEE-RTS 79. This
system comprises of two areas of voltage levels—230kV and 138kV. Total gener-
ating capacity and total load demand are 3,405 MW and 2,850 MW, respectively.
Necessary details of this system can be found in [31]. The experiments are divided
into two main cases—the first one assumes perfectly reliable transmission lines,
and the second one does not.
4.4.1 Investigation of Construction Efficiency
We investigate construction efficiency of a classifier by observing its precision. The
classifier is constructed more efficiently when it possesses more precision while using
a fewer number of training vectors. Number of training vectors is varied from 500
to 20,000. Construction efficiency of a classifier is also verified in three different
dimensional spaces.
Three sets of input variables in the first case (with perfectly reliable transmis-
sion lines assumption) are as follows. The first set of input variables is unavailable
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generation capacity and generation reserve (2 dimensions); a second set genera-
tion outputs of low voltage and high voltage areas (4 dimensions); and a third set
generation output at each bus and load demand at each bus (27 dimensions).
The second case (without perfectly reliable transmission lines assumption) uses
additional 38 dimensions of transmission line statuses in addition to each set of
input variables. Therefore, in the second case, three sets of input variables are
40, 42 and 65 dimensions respectively. Resulting performances of the proposed
construction technique (Proposed Constr. Tech.) and the base case construction
technique (Base Case Constr. Tech.) are compared in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. The
proposed construction technique worsens system reliability prior to sampling states
for training vectors, whereas the base case construction technique maintains system
reliability prior to such. The precision is measured by the overall misclassification





Number of testing vectors used in each case is 100,000. For a fair comparison, the
same set of testing vectors is used in cases with the same dimension.
Consider Table 4.1, in the case with 500 training vectors in two dimensions,
the base case approach is unable to sample a failure state thus a classifier cannot
be made whereas a classifier constructed by the proposed technique yet yields
precision of 0.041%. The precision of a classifier tends to increase with the number
of training vectors since more information are input to a classifier. However, a
classifier constructed by base case technique is unable to reach the same level of
precision as a classifier constructed by the proposed technique. This issue arises
due to the imbalance of states, i.e. number of success states is much more than
that of failure states [14]. Similar results can be observed in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Overall Misclassification Rates of the Case without Transmission Line Failure
# Training Vectors
2 Dimensions 4 Dimensions 27 Dimensions
Base Case Proposed Base Case Proposed Base Case Proposed
Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech.
500 N/A 0.041 3.811 0.094 2.496 0.259
1,000 3.306 0.041 3.440 0.121 2.296 0.099
5,000 5.354 0.035 4.278 0.072 2.695 0.081
10,000 4.454 0.028 3.604 0.044 3.406 0.042
20,000 4.214 0.038 4.005 0.041 3.445 0.056
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Table 4.2: Comparison of Overall Misclassification Rates of the Case with Transmission Line Failure
# Training Vectors
40 Dimensions 42 Dimensions 65 Dimensions
Base Case Proposed Base Case Proposed Base Case Proposed
Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech. Constr. Tech.
500 N/A 0.113 N/A 0.117 N/A 0.119
1,000 3.646 0.114 5.691 0.118 3.234 0.118
5,000 3.829 0.113 5.024 0.118 3.444 0.118
10,000 3.025 0.114 2.019 0.118 3.423 0.118
20,000 2.937 0.114 0.971 0.118 3.202 0.118
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4.4.2 Investigation of Relaxed Decision Boundary
Comparisons of classifiers precision before and after using relaxed decision bound-
ary with threshold confidence of 98% are made in this experiment. Number of
testing samples in each case is 100,000. The accuracy performances are shown in
Tables 4.3 and 4.4. We measure the following indices [14]: True Positive (TP ,
success state classified as success), True Negative (TN , failure state classified as
failure), False Positive (FP , success state classified as failure), False Negative (FN ,
failure state classified as success) and overall misclassification rate, OMR. We in-
troduce the following accuracy performance index called negative misclassification





Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show deviation of LOLP calculated using a classifier from LOLP
calculated using DC OPF (benchmark). It can be observed that values of NMR
are close to such deviation. Therefore, this index can roughly provide percentage
error in LOLP when a classifier is used in place of DC OPF.
It can be seen from Tables 4.3 and 4.4 that when a relaxed decision boundary
is integrated, OMRs of all cases from different dimensional spaces are largely
reduced by more than 90%. This shows an explicit advantage of this technique.
Moreover, the concept of relaxed decision boundary is verified that it can be applied
to high dimensional data. It can be observed that although OMR of rigid decision
boundary in some cases are relatively small, they are not small enough to yield
acceptably unbiased indices as indicated by NMR being relatively high. Therefore,
a classifier for an application of reliability assessment needs to be highly precise.
We further investigate the performance of a relaxed decision boundary by ob-
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Table 4.3: Comparison of Accuracy Performances of the Case without Transmission Line Failure
Indices
2 Dimensions 4 Dimensions 27 Dimensions
Rigid Relaxed Rigid Relaxed Rigid Relaxed
Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound.
TP 99,889 99,870 99,842 99,870 99,769 99,866
TN 92 118 129 125 148 130
FP 7 0 17 0 70 0
FN 12 12 12 5 13 4
LOLP by classifier 0.00092 0.00118 0.00129 0.00125 0.00148 0.00130
LOLP by DC OPF 0.00104 0.00130 0.00141 0.00130 0.00161 0.00134
Deviation 11.53% 9.23% 8.51% 3.85% 8.07% 2.99%
NMR 13.04% 10.17% 9.30% 4.00% 8.78% 3.08%
OMR 0.019% 0.012% 0.029% 0.005% 0.083% 0.004%
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Table 4.4: Comparison of Accuracy Performances of the Case with Transmission Line Failure
Indices
40 Dimensions 42 Dimensions 65 Dimensions
Rigid Relaxed Rigid Relaxed Rigid Relaxed
Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound. Deci. Bound.
TP 99,886 99,886 99,882 99,882 99,881 99,881
TN 0 108 0 118 0 118
FP 0 0 0 0 0 0
FN 114 6 118 0 119 1
LOLP by classifier 0 0.00108 0 0.00118 0 0.00118
LOLP by DC OPF 0.00114 0.00114 0.00118 0.00118 0.00119 0.00119
Deviation 100% 5.26% 100% 0% 100% 0.84%
NMR – 5.56% – 0% – 0.85%
OMR 0.114% 0.006% 0.118% 0% 0.119% 0.001%
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serving classifier confidence in every misclassified state. The rationale behind this
investigation is that a relaxed decision boundary can always avoid misclassification
if a classifier confidence is less than certain threshold. Therefore, if a rigid classifier
misclassifies a state with confidence less than a specified threshold, using a relaxed
decision boundary, such misclassified state will always be corrected by DC OPF.
An experimental methodology is explained as follows:
1. We randomly sample 500,000 states from the original IEEE-RTS79.
2. The classifier is constructed using 40-dimension input variables as in Section
4.4.1.
3. The sampled states are classified using an obtained classifier.
4. Classifier confidence of misclassified states are measured.
Results are shown in Fig. 4.6 and its cumulative distribution in Fig. 4.7.
Number of misclassified states is 590. It can be seen that the higher the confi-
dence threshold, the more misclassified states can be corrected. For instance, if
a confidence threshold of 90% is chosen, from Fig. 4.7, approximately 95.25% of
misclassified states can be corrected. Moreover, if a confidence threshold is set
to be 95%, one can correct all misclassified states, leading to 100% accuracy of
a classifier. Unfortunately, the classifier accuracy, which can be set by a confi-
dence threshold, are traded off by computation time since the higher confidence
threshold, the more states are classified as ambiguous (the gap in Fig. 4.4 grows
wider). This fact is evidenced by Fig. 4.8 where we compute percentage portion
of ambiguous states per sample size. It can be seen that a number of states clas-
sified as ambiguous grows exponentially with confidence threshold; hence, extra
computational effort are needed to cope with these ambiguous states, resulting in
exponentially longer computation time.
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Figure 4.6: Classifier confidence of misclassified states




































Figure 4.7: Cumulative distribution of classifier confidence of misclassified states
4.4.3 Investigation of Overall Efficiency and Accuracy
We conduct three case studies in this section. Case 1 is the original IEEE-RTS79.
Cases 2 and 3 are provided in order to realize the effects of transmission lines failure.
In case 2, fifty two repetitions of load demand in week 51, which is the peak week in
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Figure 4.8: Portion of ambiguous states against confidence threshold
a year, are used instead of original load demand. This forces transmission lines to
carry power near their capacities. In case 3, the unavailabilities of all transmission
lines are increased to be ten times higher than the original, forcing the transmission
lines to fail more often.
The crude Non-sequential Monte-Carlo simulation (NSQ-MC) and Non-
sequential Monte Carlo simulation integrated with the proposed techniques (Pro-
posed NSQ-MC) are conducted. In the construction of a classifier in the proposed
NSQ-MC, input variables of 40 dimensions as in Section 4.4.1 are employed. A
confidence threshold of a relaxed decision boundary is 95%. Note that overall
computation time of Proposed NSQ-MC includes the duration time of construct-
ing a classifier and its confidence distribution, and MC simulation integrated with
a proposed classifier. Coefficient of variation in the simulation is set to 0.03. Table
4.5 shows overall computational efficiency and accuracy of the two methods.
In Table 4.5, resulting indices obtained by the proposed NSQ-MC are as ac-
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curate as those by NSQ-MC. This shows that the proposed classifier can classify
the sampled states precisely. It can also be observed that the proposed NSQ-MC
(with a relaxed-decision-boundary classifier) is much faster than the crude NSQ-
MC (without a classifier). This is due to the fact that the proposed NSQ-MC
employs a classifier, which classifies states using simple algebra as in (4.4) and
(4.5), to reduce computational burden of classifying states using DC OPF in the
crude NSQ-MC. Results show that the proposed NSQ-MC yields a speed up of up
to 9.004 times in Case 1. It is worth noting that Speed Ups of Cases 2 and 3 are
less than that of Case 1. This is because these two cases contain more ambiguous
states. Consider Case 1 where the original network is maintained. Because the
transmission network of IEEE-RTS 79 is very robust, the transmission lines outage
in Case 1 does not heavily affect the power transferred from generators to loads.
This, as a result, creates much fewer ambiguous states as compared to the other
two cases where transmission lines are forced to transfer power near their maximum
capacities (Case 2) and fail more frequently (Case 3). Cases 2 and 3 contain more
ambiguous states due to the fact that the network configuration (mainly involved
transmission lines) is very difficult to recognize. This fact is evidenced by percent-
age ratios of #DC OPFs to #States taken in Table 4.5 where the ratio of Case 1
< that of Case 3 < that of Case 2. As a result, a classifier makes a decision with
less confidence when a state with transmission lines outage or transmission lines
carrying power near their capacity is presented to it, leading to longer computation
time as explained in Section 4.4.2.
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Table 4.5: Comparison of Computational Performances
Indices








LOLP 0.001193 0.001237 0.01216 0.01186 0.001295 0.001250
EENS (MWh/yr) 1,271.87 1,307.67 14,781.83 14,878.18 1,310.08 1,357.50
Number of States Taken 1,658,663 1,690,153 164,911 170,941 1,570,699 1,628,234
Number of DCOPFs Performed 240,403 4,821 25,542 4,530 234,280 6,691
% Ratio of # DCOPFs to # States Taken 14.49% 0.2852% 15.49% 2.630% 14.92% 0.4109%
Overall Simulation Time (sec) 4,979.12 552.99 527.23 128.80 4,802.69 580.52
Speed Up 1 9.004 1 4.094 1 8.273
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4.5 Discussion and Conclusion
This thesis presents simple yet effective techniques to improving the precision and
construction efficiency of a classifier utilized in reliability evaluation. The first
proposed technique is based on worsening system reliability. With this method,
numbers of success and failure states can be equally sampled. This solves the
imbalance issue mentioned in [14]. In addition, regardless of the original system
reliability, construction of an effective classifier requires fewer amount of training
vectors as this technique tends to extract informative states out of the system. The
second proposed technique is based on relaxed decision boundary. This technique
measures confidence of a classifier when classifying a state. The ambiguous states,
i.e. the states located near the decision boundary in which a classifier classifies with
the confidence less than certain threshold, are re-evaluated by DC OPF. This way,
the precision of classifier is significantly improved. This technique is also flexible
in a sense that it allows users to set the accuracy of a classifier by increasing
the confidence threshold. However, it should be noted that the more accurate a
classifier, the more computation time must be sacrificed.
Results from Section 4.3.1 allow us to use the same decision boundary even
though particular components’ reliability are adjusted. The proposed techniques
thus make sensitivity analysis of components’ reliability to the overall system re-
liability computationally feasible. This enables us to observe how change in each
component may lead to improve overall system reliability.
Our main goal of this work is to propose techniques to reduce number of training
samples and to enhance precision of a classifier. We applied these techniques using
Fisher Linear Discriminant due to its simple structure. The techniques demon-
strated in this chapter are flexible and thus can be applied to other types of classi-
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fiers. For example, non-linear classifiers such as kernel machines can be efficiently
trained by means of worsening system reliability. Their decision boundary can
be made relaxed using the second proposed method. In turn, composite system





Due to the current need of clean energy to supply electricity demand, modern power
systems have been increasingly penetrated by renewable sources especially wind
and solar energies. These sources, however, introduce even more uncertainty to
the system in addition to existing uncertainties such as load demand, transmission
line outage, etc. This increases the importance of probabilistic method in relia-
bility assessment. This thesis evaluates system reliability based on Monte Carlo
simulation. The methodologies for accelerating simulation process are proposed
and the study on impact of renewable energy penetration is conducted.
Chapter 2 proposes the application of Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) to the
sequential simulation. The computational performance of the proposed technique
is compared to the conventional one—Monte Carlo (MC) sequential simulation.
Comparative results show that LHS outperforms MC especially when the down
time distribution of components is light tailed.
Wind and solar sources exhibit correlation between themselves and loads. The
impact of such correlation towards accuracy of resulting indices is studied in Chap-
ter 3. Negative correlation produced by wind power leads to overoptimistic indices
if the correlation is ignored. As opposed to wind power, solar power creates posi-
tive correlation with loads. Ignoring this correlation results in overpessimistic in-
dices. As indicated by results obtained in Section 3.5, the severity of error caused
by ignoring correlation is subject to the degree of coefficient correlation between
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renewable energy and load. Realizing the importance of taking correlation into ac-
count, a simple yet effective algorithm for incorporating correlation called hybrid
enumeration and conditional probability approach is proposed. Results indicate
that the proposed algorithm converges faster than sequential simulation and is yet
able to precisely capture the correlation.
We improve the computational performance of Monte Carlo simulation by in-
tegrating it with a pattern classifier in Chapter 4. When using a classifier, three
issues which normally arise are i) high imbalance in training patterns, ii) require-
ment of a large number of training patterns and iii) low precision of a classifier.
These three issues are solved in this chapter by the proposed two techniques. We
give a conjecture that an optimal classifier can be constructed regardless of sys-
tem reliability. Based on this conjecture, the first two issues are solved by means
of worsening system reliability. The precision of a classifier is enhanced using a
relaxed decision boundary. Two techniques proposed in this chapter are verified
in several dimensions. Results show that these techniques are valid not only in
2 dimensional space but in higher dimensions, i.e. 4 and 27 dimensional spaces.
The proposed techniques are also applicable for any general classifiers. The given
conjecture, in addition, allows us to use the same decision boundary although re-
liabilities of some components are adjusted. This makes it possible for sensitivity
analysis of component reliability to the overall system reliability. In other words,
if the effect of one component reliability against overall system reliability is to be
observed, one can use the same classifier to evaluate system reliability indices.
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5.2 Future Works
LHS presented in Chapter 2 is in fact one type of low discrepancy sequences [56].
Other types of these sequences such as Halton Sequence, Faure Sequence could be
applied to sequential Monte Carlo simulation. Not only in reliability evaluation
framework, low discrepancy sequences can be applied to Probabilistic Load Flow
framework to yield better approximations of power flow and voltage probability
distributions as well [30].
The hybrid enumeration and conditional probability approach proposed in
Chapter 3 can be made faster by integrating it with a pattern classifier demon-
strated in Chapter 4. Furthermore, this algorithm can also be applied in single-area
reliability analysis.
It is also interesting to see a relaxed decision boundary, proposed in Chapter
4, perform in the system with renewable energy sources. We expect that a relaxed
decision boundary would perform even much better than a rigid decision boundary.
This is due to the fact that systems with renewable energy sources, as compared
to ones without renewable energy sources, would generate fuzzier patterns due to
the fluctuated renewable power. Therefore there would be more states that would
fall near by decision boundary, and this would create more ambiguity to a classifier
when classifying system states.
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Coefficient Of Variation (COV ) is widely used to measure convergence of indices






where V ar(E¯(F )) is the variance of the estimated index. Since V ar(E¯(F )) =
V ar(F )/N where N is the number of total iterations (sample size), equation (A.1)















































where Fi is the value of test function at iteration i.
Typically, COV ranges from 2% to 5%. The COV of 3%, for instance, roughly
means that the index being estimated carries the error of less than 3%. This
statement is evidenced by Fig. A.1.
Fig. A.1 shows COV of an estimated index as well as its absolute error. It can
be observed that COV is an upper bound of index’s error. However, it should be
noted that there are some parts of the graph that the error are higher than COV .
One should therefore keep in mind that the statement regarding COV given above
is not always true, it can only roughly describe the meaning of COV .
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Figure A.1: COV and Error of an estimated index
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APPENDIX B
DC OPTIMAL POWER FLOW FORMULATION
In power system reliability analysis, one of the main procedures is the identification
of load curtailment (failure state). In generating adequacy assessment or single-
area reliability assessment, this identification can be easily done though simple
algebra; that is, checking whether generation capacity is less than load demand or
not. On the contrary to the generating adequacy assessment, composite system
reliability evaluation requires an optimization tool called “Optimal Power Flow”
(OPF) to perform this task. In addition, different formulations can be adopted
for different types of analysis depending on load dispatch policies [43]. Generally,
AC OPF is able to give the information about reactive power, voltages and power
angles of buses. However it takes longer time to solve AC OPF as it requires
nonlinear programming. Therefore, AC OPF is preferable for elaborate analyses
such as power system security and well-being assessment.
DC OPF is an approximate version of AC OPF. It assumes that a voltage at
every bus is equal to 1 per unit and the power angle is 0. DC OPF is solved
using linear programming, hence it takes shorter time than AC OPF. However,
it is unable to provide information regarding voltages, power angles and reactive















0 ≤ C ≤ Pd
Pming ≤ Pg ≤ P
max
g
where Bbus is a susceptance matrix; Bf is a susceptance matrix at ’from bus’; θ is
a voltage angle vector; Pg is a generator real power injection; Pd is a real power
demand; Pmaxg , P
min
g are maximum and minimum generator real power injection;
Pmaxline , P
min
line are transmission lines limits; C is a load curtailment vector; and NC
is the number of load buses. All vectors are of per unit.
It is worth noting that solving DC OPF using linear programming is time-
consuming. Numerous repetitions of this step therefore dominate the overall com-
putation time. However, this step can be avoided by merit of pattern classification.
This technique is explained in Chapter 4.
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